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Jon is a business leader, bestselling author, speaker, and 
podcaster. 

He is the Co-Founder, President & CEO of Peak Demand 
Inc., a premier manufacturer of critical components for 
electrical utilities. He is a former U.S. Navy Nuclear 
Submarine Officer who made seven deployments during 
the end of the Cold War.

Prior to starting Peak Demand, he led eight manufacturing 
businesses for three global companies. He is the author of 
two bestselling leadership books, I Have the Watch: 
Becoming a Leader Worth Following and All in the Same 
Boat: Lead Your Organization Like a Nuclear Submariner. 
He is the host of the Deep Leadership podcast.

Jon successfully brings his unique navy leadership 
experience to the business world. On a submarine crew, 
officers and sailors work together in cramped spaces and 
challenging conditions to accomplish complex missions 
with no room for failure. Jon learned quickly that the basic 
underlying principles for success at sea also led to high-
performing teams on land.

Jon S. Rennie • The problem with business leadership today
• The unique leadership challenge of serving as an officer on a 

nuclear submarine
• How nuclear submarine leadership translates well to the 

business world
• What it means to lead like you are all in the same boat
• How to run your organization like a submarine captain
• Why failure is such an important training tool
• Why leadership is a people business

1. Why is employee engagement still so low in most 
companies?

2. What was it like to lead on a submarine and how does that 
translate into business leadership?

3. What does it mean to earn your oxygen?
4. Explain the concept of shared responsibility and 

vulnerability.
5. What do you mean when you say let people fail?
6. Explain what a ‘no escape’ mindset looks like on a 

submarine and in business.
7. How can business leaders run their company more like a 

submarine captain?
8. How can you lead like you are ‘all in the same boat?’
9. Why are tough times so important in a leader’s career 

development?
10. Explain how firefighting on submarine is a powerful 

analogy for business leaders.

More information at jonsrennie.com


